1: On a tree sapling support in the vicinity of a high curved brick wall.
2: On a laurel bush (shiny leaves) by corner of wall near the Bunker entrance gate.
3: On a log near the large black circle on the gate.
4: Look at the number of the Rifle Range then count 2 bollards to your right and look around back of those
trees on the left approx in line with the 2nd bollard.
5: Find 2 back to back goal posts then head direct towards the river to find 4 exercise posts then head right
to the large tree.
6: On the main trail through Big Clump find a fallen tree with only 2 large branches. In the direction it has
fallen look for the pink flowered bush and head there.
7: On the tree by the small "Attention au Chien" sign.
8: On the cornered dying tall conifer tree.
9: On the tall dead stump in the vicinity of the small red bin.
10: On a fallen tree in the ditch. Find the weeping willow tree and join the ditch near the pink flowers to the
willows left.
11: On a branch under a dark low spreading tree which is opposite the concrete fence post with side
supports.
12: On a tree nearby a section of metal railing. Find the manmade log structure near the high mounds, then
take the small trail on its left.
13: On a dead tree with lots of short branches coming out of its left side. From the summit look to the
stadium then take the trail to the right. Take caution where you run on the Ski slope because there is Giant
Hogweed on it which can burn skin! They are big fan shaped leaves.
14: On a tree at the trickle crossing.
On 1 of the markers there is a message that you can decrypt. By another mark is the key to read the
message.

